The book ends with two must-read reflections: one from Webster, about field projects in Copan, Tikal, and other sites, but also about research questions and theory. He makes our choices clear in an era of "anything-goes" postmodernism. Those observations are perhaps not unrelated to his view that ideologies are oftentimes maladaptive (and that an obsession with maize may have contributed to the Classic Maya demise). Regardless, the interested student will find a dozen or so potential dissertation topics in this chapter. The other is from Don and Prudence Rice, a thought-provoking reflection on scholarly networks, and their own research trajectories. I found myself thinking about disciplinary training and the current state of anthropology throughout the book. It is hard to imagine another Webster coming along in the future, and that is unfortunate.
Human Adaptation is readable, accessible, seemingly error-free, and looks good on a shelf with other University Press of Colorado books. But is that enough to recommend it? Festschrifts are notoriously uneven, limited in scope, and rarely worth the trouble of being opened. More often than not, one wishes instead for an annotated collection of the honoree's writings. In the present instance, the reader might further ask whether the book is too nostalgic about Penn State. The downside of our "invisible colleges" (Rice and Rice) is the tunnel vision that might arise from it. Still, the book transcends the limitations of its genre. Webster is widely known and read by Mayanists and non-Mayanists alike. This book elucidates the reasons for those achievements. This volume is the result of a Society for American Archaeology session designed, as the editors state, to stimulate discussion and debate about "the processes associated with the creation, perpetuation, and negation of politically authoritative relationships" (xv), and to a great extent the volume succeeds. In her introductory section, Kurnick eschews long chapter summaries, instead presenting an interesting, dense review of theoretical positions related to a central theme: the contradictions inherent in rulership. She uses Max Weber's definition of authority: the idea that, most likely, a given group of people will obey specific commands, and that those people have an interest in complying. Authority in turn implies legitimacy. She sees this Weberian view as compatible with agency theory but asks a crucial question: Is any modern political theory applicable to the past, or are current theories of
